
 

 

 

METHOD STATEMENT OF PARQUET 
FLOOR 

Installing gorgeous parquet flooring is quicker now.   

 

Step 1: Prepare the Floor 

Some manufacturers prefer the row form, which is displayed first below, since the shape is 

more simple to achieve and the walls are less sliced. Install each row of tiles according to the 

numerical sequence shown and work the lines down. 

Left: (1) Expansion gap; (2) Perpendicular line; (3) Doorway.  

Install each row of tiles according to the numerical sequence shown and work the lines down. 

Safety: Use the proper saw. Split parquet with a puzzle all the time. The metal strips that 

strengthen the parquet loop a circular saw blade around which can damage the tile or the 

saw. 

 

Step 2: Snap and Square Layout Lines 

Check that the style lines are square. Label a line 3 feet from the crossroads of tracks. Label 4 

feet from where the lines intersect on line 2. Map. The lines square with each other if the 

distance between the points is 5 foot. If not, swivel one of the lines to 5 feet of scale. 

 

Step 3: Spread the Adhesive 

Work in a well-ventilated environment, open windows and operate fans when needed. 

Spread the suggested maker stick between the first line and the wall. Use the recommended 

size notches on a nocked truffle — the size and positioning of the notches verify the amount 

of adhesive. 

 

 



 

 

Step 4: Start Placing the Tiles 

• Before adding any tiles, interchange tiles from several different cartons. This distributes 
colour shifts throughout the floor, so that they are less apparent. 
• Put the first tile at the crossroads of the two sides, and arrange it carefully. Set the first and 
the wall of the second floor. 
• Match the edge carefully with the pattern axis. Place the tiles with mild pressure – 
hammers or other equipment will move the tile out or out of alignment. 
 
 
 

Step 5: Continue to wall and cut extra 
 

 Position the tiles carefully around the pattern lines. If there is no layout line, the nestling 

tiles in the opposing corners are formed. When the wall is hit, trim the tile to leave the 

requisite expansion space between the tile and the wall (environ 3⁄4 inches). 

 Put the cut on one of the maximum tiles closest to the wall. Place the expansion gap 

against the wall into a spacer and then place the complete tile against the wall. Track the 

cut around the side. 

 • Some parquet goods are fitted with metal reinforcing strips in every tile. Use a puzzle 

when cutting tiles to prevent damage. Guide a knife to a straight line to slice through the 

line you traced, to stop the wood chipping. Cut it carefully, only on the waste side of the 

line. 
 Snap a 24 "crab line away from the first line you have been snapping and parallel to it. 

Lay parquet in this area according to the same pattern in the first area as you lay tiles. 

Continue to plan and build new floor parts before the wall opposite the original wall is 

reached. 
 

 

 

Step 6: Rolling your new Floor 

 
Roll the floor, depending on the stick you are using, if necessary. Meet the guidelines of the 
maker. The adhesive requires time to put up with or without rolling, and the tiles turn too 
easily when they are under stress. Before moving furniture to your space, wait at least 24 
hours. 
 
Your new Parquet Flooring is ready. 


